
- + CARE & MAINTENANCE ____ � 

Cleaning 

1.Do not use steel wool, abrasive cleaning agents or corrosive liquids
(such as gasoline or acetone) to clean the product.

2. Wipe with a soft and dry cloth to clean the product.
3. Do not use a damp cloth or detergent.
Storage 

1. Switch off and unplug the plug from the power outlet.
2. Store the product in a cool dry place away from sunlight.
3. Do not put a heavy weight load on the product.
4. If the cover is damaged or there is any mechanical failure, please contact the
service center . 

- + PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Product Name 

Model 

Input 

Power 

Net weight 

Measure size 

Auto timer 

Hand Massager Plus 

CD-001

DC 12V lS00mA 

18W 

1580g 

270mmx195mmx130m 

20mins 
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- + SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

1. People with the following conditions should consult their physician before using the product;

- Who uses a medical electronic device, which is embedded in the body, such as a pacemaker.

- Who suffers from heart disease/stroke/high blood pressure.

- Who suffers from hand injury or disease.

- Who is suffering from bone fragility or problem, especially on hand, or shortly after surgery. 

- Who is pregnant, or shortly after delivery or in a period of monthly illness. 

- Who suffers from malignant tumors. 

- Who is suffering from osteoporosis. 

- Who has problems with blood circulation or thrombosis.

- Who is suffering from skin infection or disease or bruise.

- Who is undergoing medical treatment or feels some physical abnormality previously or is

being treated now. 

- Who has some abnormality or deformity of limbs or hand.

- Who has hand problems or injuries due to illness or accident. 

- Who is suffering from sensory disturbance or advanced peripheral circulatory disturbance

or diabetes or anemia. 

2. Do not let water enter the product or splash on the surface of the product.

3. Water contact with electricity is dangerous. Do not leave the product in a humid 

environment (such as in the bathroom or shower room or next to swimming pool). 

4. Before connecting the product to the power supply, check if the product voltage and

supply voltage are the same. 

5. If the plug, power cord or product itself is damaged, do not use the product.

6. In order to prevent the risk of electric shock, do not open the product outer casing.

7. Product is not intended for use by the disabled, sensory or mental impaired persons

(including children), unless there issupervision or guidance by the people responsible for their 

safety when they use the product. 
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- + SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

8. If the product or the power cord is damaged, in order to avoid danger, do not try to repair

the product. This must be handled by Manufacturer's specialist/ technician, or the product 

guarantee will be void. 

9. Children should not use this product. They should be under supervision to ensure that 

they will not treat this product as a toy. 

10. If an unusual sound or noise is being heard from the product, turn off the product and 

immediately disconnect the power connection. 

11. Do not use the product if cover is damaged or if there is a mechanical or electronic failure.

12. Only use or place the product in accordance with the instructions in this user manual.

13. Do not use this product in high temperature environment or beside hot objects such as 

heaters, stoves. 

14. Do not apply medical or cosmetic cream on the product or on your body before using or 

during the use of this product. 

15. When massaging the hand , take note of the movement of rollers and refrain from using

excessive intensity. 

16. Do not destroy, bend, stretch, twist or tie the power cord. Damaged power cord can

cause fire or electric shock. 

17. Recommended usage time for an individual is 20 minutes at a time.

18. Please remove all accessories on hand and wrist before use. 

19. Do not use the product while sleeping, when drunk or during a fever. 

20. If there is any abnormality, please stop using the product and consult a doctor immediately.

21. Please do not use the hand massager while driving.

22. This is a relaxation product, not a medical product.
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- + PRODUCT DESCRIPTIO_N ____ �

DC hole --------1 

Operate area 

Massage area 
(!)Main Body 

Power supplier 

@Power supplier ( DC12V 1500mA ) 
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- + HOW TO OPERATE _______

Heater 
(ON/OFF) Mode Power 

(ON/OFF) 
Rolling 

intensity 
Air pressure 

intensity 

Connect Power plug : Connect to the outlet using the unit's own power supply, and 
then plug the power supply's DC plug into its own DC power hole. 
Preparing for massage : Place the hand that needs to be massaged at a comfortable 
angle inside the hand massager .• 
TO start : Short press 1\1 power button, the LED light will become brighter and 
massage program ente�e automatic integration mode. 
TO change the massage mode : Short press the button � , the product change 
the working mode , 
LED blue color : Integrated mode, the product will automatically perform a full-hand 
massage. At this time, it is recommended to put your hand in the deepest part of the 
machine. 
LED Purple color: Finger mode, the product will focus on the finger massage. 
At this time, it is recommended to put your hand in the deepest part of the machine. 
LED Red color: Palm mode, the product will focus on the palm massage. 
In this mode, the palm part should be removed from the machine and the palm placed 
in the air pressure massage area. 
To Stop: Short press m the power button and the massage stop. 
To turn on Heat: Warm heater started automatically after starting, if need stop the 
heater, press II the heater button, the red LED light disappears. 
To change the rolling massage intensity : In the working mode, short press � to 
change the roller massage intensity. 
Level 1: Blue color, Level 2: purple color, level, Level 3: Red color 
To change the air pressure intensity : In the working mode, short press � to change 
the intensity of the air pressure massage, 
Level 1: Blue color, Level 2: purple color, level, Level 3: Red color 
Automatic timer: the massage is set for 20 minutes when turned on. Massage stops 
when time elapsed. 
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- + TROUBLESHOOTING

This page summarizes the common problems you may encounter while using the 
product. If you are unable to resolve the problems with the suggestions below, please 
contact the service center .• 

1.Power plug wrong connect 1.Make sure power plug right
2.The product may have been connect and the power switch

Products can not continuously used for LED light turns white. 
working 40minutes or more that the 2.Unplug the product and let it 

overheat protection have cool down for 60 minutes before 
been activated. using it again. 
3.0ther unknown fault. 3.Please contact the service center.

Sudden stop during 1.Power plug fault 1.Re-connect power plug.
massager 2.0ther unknown fault 2.please contact the service center

Noise can be heard Noise is made by the This is normal and does not 
from the product mechanical parts of the mean that the product is faulty. product 

1.Wrong placement of the 1.Turn off hand massager and
The finger fell pin adjust placement of the finger.
during massager finger 2.Adjust intensity of the air2.Strong air pressure pressure.
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